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A new and exciting world
awaits motorcyclists when
they leave the pavement.

TIPS FOR TRANSITIONING FROM STREET TO ADVENTURE

MY

Harley-Davidson Dyna
Glide sat clinking as the
engine cooled, tucked
behind a giant round hay bale, hidden
from sight. It was a scramble getting to
the campsite through tractor ruts and
soft Kentucky soil. Maybe this wasn’t the
right bike. It was time for a change.
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RIDING

ADV riders are the chameleons of the two-wheeled
culture. The ADV community represents virtually every
discipline of motorcycling, and an accomplished
adventure rider can move from one to another as easily
as switching electronic ride modes by touching a button
on the handlebar. But entering the arena as a streetonly rider can seem as cumbersome as climbing stairs
on a tall and heavy BMW R1250 GS Adventure, which
actually is possible with a little practice and a whole
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lot of commitment. And it’s worth the effort.
The hay field incident wasn’t my first foray off
pavement nor was it my first rodeo as a dirt rider.
Years previously, I had learned that the most
predictable change when leaving the pavement
was the unpredictable nature of traction. We
typically move from a high to a low traction environment. Doing so dictates the need to rearrange
our riding habits. Here are a few tips to help ease
the transition.

Tip #1 Master the Triad

The clutch, brake, and throttle form a “triad,”
working as partners to keep you and your motorcycle upright. Practice riding slowly, keeping the
“bike in tension.” Tension is created by dragging
the rear brake and slipping the clutch while
moving slowly forward. Use only enough throttle
to prevent stalling and use the clutch, not the
“crutch” if you feel out of balance. The “crutch” is

G

your foot. Learn to ease the clutch out a bit to
regain balance instead of dabbing (placing a
foot down to prevent a fall). As long as you
maintain a low RPM the clutch won’t be
damaged. The stability resulting from holding
a bike in tension is uncanny.

Tip #2 Stand Up!

Seated, riders are baggage. Standing, you
benefit from The Three S’s: better Steering,
added Suspension and greater Sight.
Steering: Initiate turns while standing by relaxing a
knee on the side opposite the direction you intend
to turn. This results in pressure on the inside footpeg
and the bike leans naturally to that side, much like
a bicycle being led by the seat. You can simply ease
it left or right by tilting it to one side or the other
beneath you. Practice swaying left and right to the
beat of a waltz until it becomes natural.

The big GS requires
about 18 feet to turn while
upright. Proper counterbalancing can reduce the
diameter to nearly 15 feet.
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My Harley was great but it
lacked the prowess of a
dedicated adventure machine.

Tip #4 Counterweight
Suspension: Large adventure bikes have more suspension
travel than their street-bound brethren but much less than
lightweight dirt bikes. Standing adds additional suspension
to support the rider’s weight, lessening the work the motorcycle’s suspension must do.
Sight: Find a hill or other obstacle. Look beyond it while
kneeling down. Pick an object beyond the hill and fixate on
the lowest point of that object you can see. Now stand up
and notice how much more comes into your field of view.
While standing, riders have better visibility for crossing a
hill and can see closer in front of our bikes, especially when
looking over a dirty windshield.

Tip #3 Use Spider-Man Eyes

Target fixation is the inclination to go exactly where you
look. It is often associated with the tendency of a rider to run
wide on a turn or to hit an unintended object, but it can also
be used to your benefit. Like Spider-Man, who sends his web
from his wrists to draw himself to a building, use your vision
like a tractor beam to draw you toward your objective.
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While you should initiate turns by pressing the inside
footpeg, you must also transfer your weight and body
position to the outside to keep the bike upright on
tighter, low-speed turns and on low-traction surfaces
at any speed. Point your toes in the direction of the
turn, square your shoulders parallel with the handlebars and bend your knees as though you plan to sit
down. Your body will naturally move to the outside of
the saddle, leaving you in a counterweighted position.
From here you can lean the bike farther and turn
tighter without losing your balance. Ease the clutch
in or out just enough to increase the lean or to regain
balance as needed.
The devil is in the details but learning these fundamentals will set you on course to becoming an
adventure rider.
Bill Dragoo is a BMW Motorrad
Certified Off-Road Instructor and
owns and operates DART (Dragoo
Adventure Rider Training) in Norman,
Oklahoma. All brands are welcome.
BillDragoo.com
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